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Most industries achieving an industrial level of scale and automation first must undergo a period of 

production that looks more like artisan craftsmanship than scaled modern manufacturing. This has been 

the pattern for industries such as rifle production in the late 18th and early 19th centuries, meat processing 

during the first half of the 19th century, and in more recent history the silicon chip industry. What the old 

and new economy industries that follow this pattern have in common prior to increasing economies of 

scale are an existing sizeable user base, growth in the face of the invention of new applications 

constrained by craftsman-like production methods, and high labor costs. Historically, these three traits 

are markers of industries ripe for innovation-driven advances in engineering principles and increased 

standardization.1   

 

i ii iii iv v vi vii viii    

From our vantage point, we view several segments of the laboratory testing space to possess these 

markers. In many R&D labs, Ph.D.s are spending hours writing on test tubes. In genomics testing, the cost 

of sequencing has come down and the volume of associated data are rapidly rising. Purpose-made 

software is accelerating the process, replacing homegrown applications that failed to scale beyond a given 

 
1 Note to readers. This is not advice. This article is shared for information purposes only. S4P is not responsible for 
how anyone or organization may choose to use this information. 
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academic or health system. As such, the industry is undergoing a period of investment and standardization 

that allows for new forms of scale and the development of new applications. From our work in the space, 

Splash 4 Partners identified five areas of opportunity driven by five macro factors. 

 

These macro drivers are leading to changes in software adoption and key workflows that are changing the 

cost curve for a large volume of lab tests across a wide array of lab settings. We focus on five areas 

currently benefiting from a move toward standardization of processes in production. 
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The fragmented nature of the lab testing industry creates opportunities for hardware, software, and 

service providers to enter the market by tailoring offerings to use cases within and across labs, within a 

given market segment. For example, the STARLIMS offering is used in industrial manufacturers, chemical 

refineries, forensic labs, and clinical settings. Whereas companies like Benchling (an ELN, or an electronic 

lab notebook) and Tetra Sciences (a cloud-based data analytics and consulting services company) have 

found success among life sciences companies by building industry-specific applications used in drug 

discovery and development. More segment-specific go-to-market approaches appear to be more 

common due in part to the feature functionality catering to the demands of specific lab types.ix  

Each lab type and end market represent a different size total addressable market and different 

procurement processes tied to widely different funding sources. For example, in 2021, JusticeTrax, a LIS 

provider for government forensic labs, was acquired by Versaterm, a private equity-backed roll-up of 

public safety software providers.x  We believe the acquisition of JusticeTrax speaks to the large chasm 

between the forensic market and the broader lab information system and lab information management 

system market. Some subject matter experts report the rapid advances in genomics shakes up the breadth 
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and depth of DNA testing done within forensic cases. Time will tell what the adoption rate of newer 

genetics applications will look like in government-focused labs. 

 

xi 

Opportunities abound as the dollars and applications continue to expand for the lab testing industry. In 

addition to the rapid development of mRNA-based COVID vaccines, FormBio’s spin-off from Colossal 

Scientific,xii and numerous genomics-focused acquisitions by LabCorp in recent years,xiii JPMorgan’s 

healthcare venture group announced the formation of their own Life Sciences venture groupxiv to 

capitalize on the advances in precision medicine, vaccines, and software applications underfoot—all of 

which we see as part of this broader transformation being driven by the five macro factors laid out earlier.  

We welcome a chance to connect with investors, advisors, and operators who are active or interested in 

the lab testing space. Reach out to the Splash 4 Partners principals at the email addresses on the next 

page. 
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About Splash 4 Partners 
At Splash 4 Partners, we know your firm, its processes, and the questions your team asks are unique. We 

believe your solutions should be too. Splash 4 Partners’ insights and strategy services are designed to 

deliver custom answers and tailored approaches that account for your specific due diligence and strategy 

planning needs. We have seasoned former private equity professionals, investment bankers, lenders, and 

operators who manage the project plan, synthesis, and analysis for: 

▪ Growth Strategy Planning 

▪ Industry & Competitive Due Diligence 

▪ KPI, Visibility, & Forecast Analysis 

▪ Quantitative & Qualitative Customer Insights 

Find out more at www.splash4partners.com. 

 

Recent Splash 4 Partners Related Healthcare Engagements 

▪ Ambulatory Surgery Centers 
▪ Clinical Staffing Agencies 
▪ Consumer Fitness Trackers 
▪ Dental Service Organizations 
▪ Drug & Alcohol Monitoring Solutions 
▪ Direct-to-Consumer Migraine Products 
▪ First Responder Mental Health Apps 
▪ Genomics Software Applications 
▪ Lab Automation Equipment  
▪ Lab Information Systems 

▪ Lab Specimen Tracking 
▪ Medical Affairs Agencies 
▪ Medicare Advantage Payors & Providers 
▪ Patient Engagement Software Tools 
▪ Pharmaceutical Access Consulting 

Practices 
▪ Plastic Surgery Recovery Products 
▪ Population Health Management Software 
▪ Provider Engagement Software Tools 
▪ Wound Care Products 

 

Richard Grosshandler, Principal rgrosshandler@splash4partners.com 

Jacob Grosshandler, Principal jgrosshandler@splash4partners.com 
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End Notes 

 
i https://www.bbc.com/news/business-49499444. 
ii Honoré Balnc’s demonstration in 1785 of interchangeable parts in weaponry reflected a multi-decade R&D effort by the French to have 

interchangeable parts produced across gunsmiths. This predated Eli Whitney’s cotton gin. In fact, after Whitney lost control of his cotton gin 
patent, he turned his attention to producing rifles via the interchangeable parts method for the U.S. government. It would take the armory at 
Harper’s Ferry decades to be able to replicate Whitney and Balnc’s production methods reliably. 
iii Dominic A. Pacyga. Slaughterhouse: Chicago’s Union Stock Yard and the World It Made, The University Chicago Press. 2015. 
iv Three hundred hogs were slaughtered by hand in 1826. By 1858, the daily processing capacity for hogs was 9,000, although the lack of 

refrigeration limited peak processing to fall and winter months. The rising volume of livestock pouring in via rail, drove innovation in the industry 
to create mechanized means of production. 
v Chris Miller. Chip Wars: The Fight for the World’s Most Critical Technology, Scribner. 2022. 
vi Prior to the development of advanced machinery used to design and fabricate chips, engineers painstakingly used stencils, Exacto knives, 

tweezers, and other arts and crafts tools to design their chips. This craftsman-like approach led to idiosyncratic productions at scale and limited 
the variety and types of chips that could be produced. The ever-increasing variety and volume of information able to be stored on a given silicon 
chip are tied to the algorithmic approach that leverages exacting standards and methods of computer-aided lithography. More time was unlocked 
for chip design than production, leading to the abundance of silicon wafer applications that underwrite our world today. 
vii S4P interviews, research, and analysis. 
viii Not only are there numerous steps to follow in most genomics-based tests, but the sequence can also vary from lab to lab for the same test. 

This is similar to the overly complicated set of production instructions in silicon wafers or the great variation across gunsmiths prior to the 19th 
century. 
ix S4P interviews, research, and analysis. 
x https://www.govtech.com/biz/versaterm-buys-forensic-software-provider-justicetrax. 
xi S4P interviews, research, and analysis. 
xii https://www.axios.com/pro/climate-deals/2022/09/27/woolly-mammoth-software-may-now-save-bees. 
xiii https://www.labcorp.com/about/history. 
xiv https://www.wsj.com/articles/jpmorgan-launches-life-sciences-venture-group-11667300402. 
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